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Abstract Prior art search is very important task in patent retrieval. The objective of prior art search is to identify all relevant data which may invalidate the originality of claim of patent application. Patent information search has more importance for information recall rather than precision. Some patents are difficult to search by prior art queries or cannot be discovered via any query. Prior art queries can be expanded using various query expansion methods for improving retrievability. We have investigated SynSet method for query expansion and compared with Pseudo Relevant Feedback (PRF) based approach which results to improvement in performance of retrieval.
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1. Introduction Patent retrieval comes under the recall-oriented information retrieval application domain, where not missing a relevant patent is considered more important than retrieving only set of relevant patents at top rank results [1]. A patent is a set of exclusive legal rights for the use and exploitation of an invention in exchange for its public disclosure. The exclusive rights are given by a governing authority and are limited in time [18]. Example of a United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) patent is given in Fig 1.
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Fig. 1 Example of USPTO Patent One of the most common tasks at patent office is prior art search as it helps invalidation patent application quickly. The interest in Patent Information Retrieval is growing and there is a need to better understand the context associated with patent users and their needs. Patent search is challenging task and require the Patent Examiner to spend a substantial amount of time.Some tasks related to the patent search are[8], 1. In Ad- hoc search number of topics is used to search a patent collection with the objective of retrieving a ranked list of patents that are relevant to this topic. 2. Invalidity search has objective to search for all relevant patents to a given claim to find out whether this claim is novel or not. 3. Passage search performed by sorting the passages in the retrieved documents from the patent invalidity search task according to their relevance to the claim topic. 4. Prior-art search objective is to examine all patents relevant to a patent application which can invalidate the novelty of the patent application or at least describe prior art work in the area of the patent application. Patent examiner is presented with combination of relevant and non relevant patent which needs manually search. Searching for prior art patents is an essential step for the patent examiner to validate or invalidate a patent application. Therefore patents are transformed into prior art queries [16]. In this paper we are focusing on prior art search, to increase retrievability of patents in prior art here we used SynSet (Synonym Set) method. The paper is organized as; section 2 contains information about related work in prior art patent retrieval. The section 3 explains an implementation details which includes architecture of the system. The section 4 contains results and discussion of the project work done so far. Finally, section 5 concludes research work with possible extension.



2. Related Work The goal of searching a patent database for prior art is to find all previously published patents on a given topic [2][3]. Word mismatch makes information retrieval more difficult, query expansion supplements a base query with more words in an attempt to improve search results it can be manual or automatic. Query expansion methods are based on providing supplementary terms to the original user’s query, which typically are short in most IR applications. Different approaches have been proposed for the selection of these additional terms (expanded term). Query expansion has two major classes such as global methods and local methods. Global methods [3] are techniques for expanding or reformulating query terms independent of the query and results returned from it, so that changes in the query wording will cause the new query to match other semantically similar terms.
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Global methods: 1. Query expansion/reformulation with a thesaurus or WordNet 2. Query expansion via automatic thesaurus generation 3. Techniques like spelling correction. Local methods adjust a query relative to the documents that initially appear to match the query. Local methods: 1. Relevance feedback 2. Pseudo relevance feedback (Blind relevance feedback) 3. Indirect relevance feedback. Expansion can be per term such as using WordNet [2] or per query as in the case of relevance feedback and can be selected from feedback process [4]. PRF is used to improve the patent retrievability in patent search rather than improving the retrieval effectiveness directly. The problem addressed in this research was that some patents have a low chance of being retrieved or sometimes cannot be retrieved by any query. The objective for this research was to enrich the patent queries with additional terms using the PRF method to improve the retrievability score for patents in the collection. They succeeded in significantly improving the Gini coefficient, which is used to measure the retrievability [5]. However, they did not test how this would affect the retrieval effectiveness for a patent search task. PRF performs query expansion by assuming that the top ranked retrieved documents from an initial search run are relevant. In this research study a novel mechanism for PRF was introduced and compared to the standard Rocchio method. Kishida developed a term selection formula for terms from the top retrieved based on the Taylor formula of the linear search functions. The main feature that distinguish the Taylor formula from other term selection formulae is using the document retrieval scores to give higher weights for terms extracted from documents at higher ranks[6]. Experiments were carried out on the NTCIR-3 patent retrieval task, but none of the feedback techniques introduced led to any significant improvement in the retrieval results.



3. Implementation Detail Query expansion is a widely used technique that attempts to increase the likelihood of a match between the query and relevant documents by adding semantically related terms (called expansion terms) to a users query. The expanded query is supposed to retrieve more relevant documents for improving overall performance. We using a SynSet method that generates synonyms to expand query and comparing with Pseudo Relevant Feedback (PRF).



3.1 System Architecture The main idea is generating synonym sets from word translations. For a word in one language f which has possible translations to a set of words in another language {e1, e2,….en}, this set of words can be considered as synonyms or at least related to each other. The probability of e1 to be a synonym of word e2 can be computed using Eq. 1.



P (ee1|ee2) =



p (efi|ee2).p (ee1|efi)



(1)



Fig. 2 shows the architecture of the system. As per user interest, query is given for search with selected criteria like patent no, claim etc. That query is further preprocessed and expanded using SynSet or PRF method to get effective output patent.
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Fig. 2 System Architecture p (e1 | e2) is the probability that e1 is a synonym of e2 ,{ f1, f2…… fn } are possible translations for word e2, p (fi | e2) is the probability that fi is a translation of e2, and p(e1 | fi) is the probability that e1 is a translation of fi. Steps for automatic SynSet creation [1]: 1. English patents title and claim sections were extracted and aligned by sentences. Long claims are split at punctuation points to produce shortened aligned sentences. 2. Stop word removal was applied. 3. Words in both languages were stemmed using Snowball. 4. GIZA++5 was used for cross-language word alignment. 5. Equation 1 was used to produce the SynSet for English terms. The SynSet contains a set of synonyms (related terms) for each term including the original term. Subjective analysis showed the SynSet to be reasonable, although containing some noisy terms (not exact correct) with low probabilities. In order to reduce the number of noisy synonyms, pruning was applied removing all terms with low probability (less than 0.1), and adding their probabilities to the original term (Equation 2). This step was found to improve the retrieval effectiveness when using the SynSet for QE.



P (ex|ex) |pruned = P (ex|ex) |original +



(2)



Applying Eq. 2 led to many terms not having any synonyms other than themselves (i.e. p (ex|ex) = 1), which means that these terms has no expansion terms added when they appear in a query. A further pruning step was applied which removed SynSet entries for all terms that appeared less than 20 times in the 8M sentences training set, since these terms could not have enough training instances to produce a reliable SynSet. The generated SynSet was then used to expand the queries. Example of SynSet [9]: • Motor {motor, engine} • Cloth {fabric, cloth, garment, tissue} • Area {area, zone, region, surface} • doghouse {dog, porch, crawling, beside, downstairs} • makeup {repellent, lotion, glossy, sunscreen, skin, gel} The above example shows how synonym sets are generated. After generating SynSet, it applied for patent retrieval.
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Expanding queries using Query Expansion (QE) with Pseudo Relevance Feedback (PRF), Prior-art queries extracted from query patents may not contain all terms. Therefore, missing terms can be extracted from PRF documents. The relevant patents for PRF are identified based on their similarity with query patents via specific terms. For example, those terms which appear closely with terms of prior-art queries in the same claim, paragraph, sentence or phrase can identify better patents for PRF as compared to using all terms of a query patent. This term selection problem can be considered a term classification problem.



4. Results 4.1 Data set Experiments are carried out with the USPTO dataset from which 100 patents being selected manually so that they can be stored in database on which performance is being evaluated.



4.2 Result Set Patents are used for SynSet and PRF methods. Fig. 3 shows the improvement in recall for PRF verses SynSet over 100 input patents. Fig. 4 shows the improvement in precision for PRF verses SynSet over 100 input patents. Precision (also called positive predictive value) is the fraction of retrieved instances that are relevant,



While recall (also known as sensitivity) is the fraction of relevant instances that are retrieved.



Both precision and recall are therefore based on an understanding and measure of relevance.
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Fig. 4 Result for Precision



5. Conclusions The goal of prior art search task is to find existing relevant patent. Using Query Expansion by SynSet method helps in improvement of patent retrieval. We have compared our approach with Pseudo Relevant Feedback (PRF) method for query expansion for patent retrieval SynSet will give a better performance. It provides the automatically generated synonym set to improve patent retrieval. Using SynSet for query expansion provide better recall. Our work investigates on limited dataset of patents and can be extended to investigate whether using SynSet for prior art search can achieve significant improvement on large patent dataset.
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